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Regulatory reforms in medical care, child care and agriculture are important for 
improving national welfare, enhancing industrial competitiveness and securing 
employment, and are a pillar of growth policy. The Council for Regulatory Reform will 
prepare the draft third report at the end of the year. Then the report will be approved by 
the Government at a cabinet meeting at the end of the fiscal year as the regulatory reform 
plan for 2008. The preparation for the regulatory reform plan for 2008 is now in its final 
stage of adjustment.  
The adjustment should be proceeded with based on the following considerations:  
  
1. Regulatory reform in life sciences 
 
Regulatory reform in life sciences will not be proceeded with unless and until both 
regulatory and institutional innovation and support measures, such as enhancement of 
public-sector screening systems, are achieved in an integrated manner. While there have 
been some discussions on the issue in Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, the life 
sciences sector is a domain where regulatory reform has rarely taken place. We might say 

that regulatory reform in the sector is a precedent for priority projects in “the strategy for 
realization of fundamental power of the Japanese economy (a tentative name)” pursued by 
the Aso administration.  
* 143 entities recently applied for designation as super special zones for cutting-edge medical 

development, which were created as the first of “super special zones.” 24 applicants were 
designated as “super special zones.” There has been a strong need for the zones in the private 
sector.  

A schedule for regulatory reform in life sciences should incorporate the following 
considerations:  
 
(1) Establishment of IDE** in Japan which allows the investigational medical device to be 
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used in a clinical study 
* At present, the provision of an unapproved medical device by medical device manufacturers to 

a clinical research might constitute a violation of the current Pharmaceutical Law.  
**Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) is a screening and approval system for licensing 

medical devices by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  
 

(2) Regulatory reform that allows collaboration between medical care and engineering 
(Role sharing between physicians and engineers)  

* The current Medical Care Law requires a physician to carry out the culture and processing of 
cells necessary for regenerative medicine. This makes it impossible to outsource the culture 
and processing of cells to a competitive biotechnology company.  

 

(3) Enhancement of screening systems for medical devices and for regenerative medicine 
of Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency 

 
2. Functional enhancement of preliminary assessment and check when establishing a new 

regulation 
 
The Government should avoid unexpected negative outcomes of newly established 
regulations, such as those which triggered a temporary drop in housing investment 
following the enforcement of the revised building standards law. When establishing a new 
regulation, internationally it is common to carefully consider whether and how to 
implement a new regulation by conducting appropriate preliminary assessment and check 
of candidate regulations. Japan is also required to enhance preliminary assessment and 
check of candidate regulations. We would like to see the suggestion made today by State 
Minister for Regulatory Reform become a reality.  
* “Basic Policies 2008” stipulates “For functional enhancement of preliminary assessment and 

check when establishing a new regulation, concrete measures should be worked out under the 
leadership of State Minister for Regulatory Reform, and conclusions should be achieved by 

the end of 2008.” 
 


